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Our Price $0
Specifications:

Year:  1966  

VIN:  66VALIANTWHITE  

Make:  Plymouth  

Model/Trim:  Valiant Convertible  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Convertible  

Exterior:  White  

Engine:  273 V8 4 bbl  

Interior:  Red Vinyl  

Transmission:  Automatic  

Mileage:  1,111  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

Description from the owner:
  
"Rebuilt 273 Commando V8
Auto, A/C, front disc, Posi
All numbers matching
Power top
All mechanicals and suspension New or Rebuilt

This is just a summarized list of all of the repairs, replacements,
modifications and improvements that have been completed on the 1966
Valiant for Sale.
All of this was completed between 2015 and 2020 by Eric Haddox and
WildKard Kustoms.

Rare Edelbrock LD4B intake (Mopar Part available from Dealer)
In the Trunk...Saved all original intake and exhaust manifold, valve
covers and air cleaner...Highly sought after...

Rebuilt and modified Transmission and Torque Converter including Shift
Kit.
Rebuilt entire rear end/differential and added 3:55 gear ratio to
SureGrip.

Complete rebuild of brakes including addition of era correct Kelsey
Hayes power front disc brakes.

All suspension rebuilt or replaced including shocks, and bushings.

Alternator, starter, electronic ignition, battery and all cables replaced.

Sound deadener installed in complete passenger compartment and
trunk.

Seat foam replaced.
Door sills and carpet replaced.
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All rust removed and replaced with metal and repaired/painted.

Everything used under the hood is new....Gas tank is new.

Brand new wheels and tires with matching spare.

Door panels/Console rebuilt/replaced.
New ceramic coated headers and exhaust system.

Completely rebuilt/replaced HVAC system.
I probably still missed a few things but if it looks like it was touched it
was rebuilt or replaced!

Regards and congratulations to the new owner, you have a very special
and rare care...Chrysler says one of less than 12 similarly equipped.
Starting with there were only 248 Commando Cars built. Add the
Convertible and options and you are around a dozen maybe less!"
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